ZAP 8825-R4 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTERS

TRANSMITTERS
The 8825-R4 is supplied with two transmitters and a receiver, which is built into the Control Box. The transmitters operate on the 318MHz frequency band and are fully compatible with the Linear Mega Code range of transmitters and receivers. The programming and erasure procedures are similar to the Linear Mega Code products.

TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES
In addition to the two transmitters there are two keyfob tabs, a visor clip to allow the transmitter to be attached to a car’s sun visor and a wall mounted holder so that one of the transmitters can be mounted to the wall in a suitable location in the house to allow the door to be operated from a second fixed position.

The wall mounted transmitter holder can be fixed in a convenient location using the fixings supplied. In order for the transmitter to slide into the holder, it is necessary to remove the keyfob and also to unclip the sliding button cover from the transmitter.

The visor clip is sprung onto the back of the transmitter, it is possible to fit the visor clip without having to remove the keyfob or the sliding button cover from the transmitter.

The keyfob tab is fitted to the transmitter by sliding it far enough onto one of the metal prongs at the base of the transmitter so that the keyfob can slide back onto the other prong. To remove the keyfob force it to one side until the keyfob can be slid out through the gap between the two metal prongs.

TRANSMITTER CODE PROGRAMMING
A total of 30 transmitters can be programmed in using the following procedure:

Unscrewing the lid from the Control Box and locating the receiver button on the receiver board. Make sure that the power is on (the illuminated Control Box button should be on). Press the receiver button until the receiver light comes on. Release the receiver button and press the required transmitter button. The receiver light should go out and then blink several times. Release the transmitter button.

TRANSMITTER CODE ERASURE
If a transmitter has been lost or stolen, then erase all transmitters and then program the remaining transmitters back into the receiver.

If there are several doors on a single site then the transmitters may need to be erased and re-programmed so that the first buttons on all transmitters operate the first door, the second buttons on all transmitters operate the second door, etc. To erase the programmed transmitters from the receiver use the following procedure:

Unscrewing the lid from the Control Box and locating the receiver button on the receiver board. Make sure that the power is on (the illuminated Control Box button should be on). Press the receiver button until the receiver light comes on. Keep the receiver button pressed until the receiver light goes out (about 10 seconds). Release the receiver button, the receiver light should come back on for about 2 seconds and then go out to indicate that all transmitters have been erased from the receiver’s memory.
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